Introducing eICS™

Hospitals and healthcare providers face an ever-changing variety of challenges through daily disruptions, emergencies and disaster response activities. eICS, Juvare's scalable emergency management solution, assists in planning for, responding to and recovering from events and incidents of any magnitude.
Who Uses eICS?

More than 1,000 healthcare facilities use the eICS platform to build incident templates, assign positions and share documents in advance — making it easy to respond when the moment arises. eICS provides emergency response participants with clear knowledge of their roles and helps them complete tasks in response to the current scenario.

eICS was developed based on the communication and information sharing standards, such as National Incident Management System (NIMS), the National Response Framework and the Hospital Incident Command System (HICS), that are essential to you and your organization. Secure, market-driven technology allows you to coordinate incident response from anywhere, at any time.

With eICS You Can:

- Identify potential threats and create incident templates to streamline response. Once an incident has been started, eICS accurately and automatically records every detail according to the needs of your organization.
- Automatic alerts and notifications through voice calls, email, SMS and the mobile app ensure stakeholders are informed. Administrators and participants can seamlessly enter and review availability details, including location and arrival estimates.
- Incident creation and management through Web and Smartphone solutions encourage active and effective operational command and control. Depth charts, labor pool management, task assignment, auto-populating reports, alerts and messaging provide participants with the information they need to be proficient.
- Facilitate compliance with and adhere to requirements established by the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR), the Hospital Preparedness Program (HPP), the Emergency Management Chapter of The Joint Commission (TJC), Det Norske Veritas (DNV) Healthcare, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and other standards.

What can eICS do for you?

Optimize your day-to-day while planning, responding and recovering from the unexpected.

Set Up A Demo Today!

www.juvare.com/solutions/hospital-incident-management
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